
Year 2 Writing Expectations 
 

 Autumn Spring Summer 

Transcription 

Use the suffixes ing, ed, ly, and ful accurately. Use the suffixes ness and ment Use the possessive apostrophe (singular) 

Spell by segmenting words into phonemes.  Spell using the contracted forms  

 Write from memory simple sentences dictated by the 
teacher. 

 

Begin to spell some common exception words 
correctly. 

Spell many common exception words correctly, using 
resources where necessary. 

 

Composition 

Write simple narratives from stories they have been 
told. 

Begin to write own simple narratives, taking ideas from 
stories they have heard. (innovation) 

Plan and write own narratives (both fictional and 
real) based on ideas from personal experience or 
stories they have read. 

Write about personal experiences.   

Re-read each sentence to check that it makes 
sense. 

Begin to check for cohesion across several sentences, 
checking that they ‘make sense’.  

Plan what they want to say sentence by sentence 
(to encapsulate what they want to say) 

Begin to evaluate their writing with an adult. Proof read their work to check for errors in 
punctuation or spelling. 

Proof read their work to check for grammatical 
errors such as tense forms. 

Plan each sentence they are going to write by 
saying their sentence out loud. 

Begin to plan their own writing by writing notes or 
drawing pictures for support  

Plan what they are going to write by writing 
notes, including new vocabulary. 

 Write for a variety of purposes, suggesting appropriate 
forms/ genres for the context. (eg. Letter, list, story etc) 

Use apostrophes for contracted forms and for 
possession (singular). 

Vocabulary, 
Grammar and 
punctuation 

Punctuate many sentences with a capital letter and 
full stop.  

Use the correct punctuation for most sentence forms 
(statement, command, exclamation and question) 

Use correct punctuation to demarcate each 
sentence form correctly. (in most cases) 

Begin to use an exclamation mark and question 
mark to demarcate appropriate sentences.  

Use commas in lists. 

To know that there are different types of sentence- 
statement, command, exclamation and question. 

Learn to use different types of sentence for different 
purposes.  

Begin to use co-ordinating conjunctions (and, but, 
or) 

Begin to use subordinating conjunctions (because, that, 
when, if) 

Use a variety of sentence forms to add detail to 
their writing (compound and simple sentences) 

Know and use the terms noun, adjective, verb.  Identify noun phrases in others’ writing and begin to use 
them in own writing 

Use some expanded noun phrases to enhance 
own writing. 

  Identify adverbs and their uses. 
Begin to use adverbs in their own writing.  

 Begin to identify the present and past tense of regular 
verbs, using them correctly in their writing. 

Use the present and past tense consistently, 
including the progressive form. (ie. Events in 
progress- he is singing/ she was skipping) 

Handwriting 
Form lower case letters with the correct formation  
Use spaces of appropriate size.   

Form lower case letters of appropriate size to one 
another. 
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Form capital letters correctly and of appropriate 
size. 

Begin to use diagonal and horizontal joins for 
diagraphs/ trigraphs.  

Begin to use horizontal and diagonal strokes 
needed to join adjacent letters.  

Use horizontal and diagonal strokes needed to 
join letters. 

 

Know, understand and use the terms: 
noun, noun phrase 
statement, question, exclamation, command, 
compound,  
adjective, verb 
suffix 
adverb 
test- past and present 
apostrophe, comma 
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 Not yet at expected standard Expected standard Proficient in the expected standard 

 
Children who required additional 
intervention to enable them to access the 
curriculum expectations 

Children who demonstrated knowledge and 
understanding of the National Curriculum objectives for 

the term 

Children able to apply their range of knowledge across 
a range of subjects with a proficient grasp of the 

concepts studied  

Autumn    

Spring    

Summer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 


